frequently asked questions
How effective are IVP devices at preventing airborne viral transmission of COVID-19?
Over repeated testing at the Galveston National Laboratory, IVP’s patent-pending technology was proven to kill
99.999% of airborne SARS-CoV-2 (COVID-19), anthrax spores (99.98%), and other airborne pathogens. The core
technology inside IVP devices is a specialized heated (200° C or 392° F) filter. No other existing air filter can catch
and kill airborne SARS-CoV-2 (COVID-19) instantaneously.

IVP’s filters kill airborne particles and viruses; can it kill viruses that rest on surfaces?
The unique protection that our filter provides is based on air particles flowing through the filtration system; it limits
particulates falling on surfaces, instead drawing them in. The best method for destroying surface viruses is with
surface cleaning.

Are the devices certified by the FDA?
IVP devices are permitted to be sold according
to FDA guidelines. Our technology has been
tested and endorsed by CPR Engineering (FDA
-certified), Air Balance, UTMB Galveston
National Lab, Texas A&M University
Engineering Experiment Station, Texas Center
for Superconductivity at the University of
Houston (TcSUH).

What kinds of options does IVP offer?
IVP has developed both mobile devices and
permanent HVAC filters that can be
retrofitted into any existing residential or commercial system. There are three mobile devices (r1, s1 and v1) that can
be moved easily between residential and commercial locations. Our r1 room device is portable and is light enough to
be carried up- or down stairs. Our s1 school and v1 venue devices are designed for commercial locations and can be
moved easily between rooms or offices.
about ivp:
Launched by leading innovators, scientists, and engineers toward eliminating the risk of airborne transmission of COVID-19 and
other viruses, IVP is the brainchild of CEO Monzer Hourani, an innovator who’s spent his career designing ideas to prevent and
recover from environmental and other disasters, and founding partner Dr. Garrett Peel, a practicing surgeon with career
experience in global healthcare policy management and research. See ivpair.com for more information.
about wynndalco enterprises, llc:
Established in 2009 by CEO David Andalcio, Wynndalco provides key services for educational institutions, state- and local
governments, Fortune 500 and -100 businesses, and transportation entities, among others. COVID-19 safety and air
purification efforts, especially in the educational setting, are just Wynndalco’s latest emphasis on bettering available public
technologies for the greater good. For more information, visit wynndalco.com.

When studying indoor air circulation and virus transmission, the most critical route is always airborne. With severe
acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2, or COVID-19), research reports it can be transmitted by a
carrier through aerosols and droplets that can travel up to 26 feet—especially if a person coughs, sneezes, or simply
talks forcefully in a closed environment.1 Further, a Centers for Disease Control-published study suggests that
aerosolized SARS-CoV-2 can remain infectious up to 16 hours.2
Until now, airflow cleaning systems have fallen short, sometimes capturing key viruses but not eliminating them, or taking far
too long to be efficient. That’s why it’s time to ensure schools, businesses, government buildings and other public places
provide air filtration technology that truly protects occupants against COVID-19 and other airborne threats.

breathe easier with ivp
Wynndalco Enterprises, LLC, is proud to partner with IVP (Integrated Viral Protection) to present the world’s only Biodefense
Indoor Air Protection System™ with heated HEPA filtration (meeting ASHRAE 95% efficiency)—technology proven to
destroy COVID-19 (99.999%), anthrax spores (99.9%), and other airborne pathogens. Units vary from inline HVAC to
stand-alone mobile options—for wherever your greatest protection is needed.

the heat is on: how ivp differs
While filtration is used most commonly to clean air, all
the following methods can fall short of fully eliminating
and deactivating viruses.

Filtration: Forces air through fiber- or membrane
filters, but efficacy varies depending on filter
type; further, viruses are still active.

Irradiation: Uses electromagnetic radiation (UVC

light, for example) to deactivate pathogens;
however, cannot be used in occupied spaces since
light is harmful to skin/eyes and must be able to
reach surfaces.

Thermal: Applies high-intensity, targeted heat—in
1

A recent study compared simulated SARS-CoV-2 aerosols to those of SARS-CoV-1 [17], its most closely related viral strain and the cause of the 2003 SARS
outbreak in Asia, and showed that, comparable to the case of SARS-CoV-1, aerosols containing SARS-CoV-2 can remain in the air for about 3 hours,
although their viral load continually diminishes during that time. In the same study it was also found that the virus contained in droplets that settled on
various surfaces can remain viable for several days.
2
Persistence of Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2 in Aerosol Suspensions: “…findings suggest retained infectivity and virion integrity for up
to 16 hours in respirable-sized aerosols.”
3
Patent-pending and FDA Compliant to Enforcement Policy for Sterilizers, Disinfectant Devices and Air Purifiers During the Corona virus Disease – 2019
(COVID-19) Public Health Emergency | 21 CFR 880.5045 Medical Recirculation Air Cleaner and 21 CFR 880.6500 Medical UV Air Purifier | Class II Device)
and permitted by the FDA to be sold during the Coronavirus disease.
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stand-alone or HVAC systems—but requires air
to be exposed to heat for significant periods of
time. Difficult to apply when there’s continuous
airflow.

Ionized Purifiers and Ozone Generators:

Varies by technology…but still can be challenging
to sterilize (i.e., inactivate) viruses via a
continuous stream of air or aerosols.

Only IVP’s
Biodefense Indoor
Air Protection
System™ kills
key viruses in
one, heated pass.

key differentiators

groundbreaking research

Current technologies are not enough: Most options tie effectiveness to air recirculation, which increases the risk of
passing viruses through again and again. Further, there’s little data available on technology that actually destroys the
COVID-19 virus; while some options can catch viruses, they don’t necessarily kill them. HEPA filtration isn’t suitable for
most HVAC systems without fan and power upgrades, and PECO/UVC light takes much longer to effectively eliminate
viruses and often produces harmful ozone. But IVP is different.

IVP led the development of its novel Biodefense Indoor Air Protection System™ proven to eliminate airborne
transmission of SARS-CoV-2—a public health game changer. In fact, it was the first time in history when researchers
reported massive elimination of live airborne SARS-CoV-2 (actual coronavirus) and anthrax spores in a single pass
through a technology, with no ozone or heat transfer to ambient air.
It is important to note the virus’s size is .06
to .10 microns. Generally speaking, the
strongest filters on the market can catch (but
not necessarily destroy) anywhere from 50- to
85% and 85- to 99% of bacteria and/or viruses
that are .30 microns in size. Yet the virus also
is comprised of sticky glycoproteins that can
affix to a filter long enough to re-populate,
break off and re-enter the air supply—thereby
infecting people even when filtration is used.
But since SARS-CoV-2 cannot tolerate
temperatures above 70° C, our researchers
designed and fabricated efficient filters to
turn up the heat: Our HEPA technology
catches and kills such viruses through a pulsatile relay of heat on a nickel (Ni) mesh foam filter that’s able to absorb and
hold an ample amount of warmth over the very short time period required to kill a virus, essentially “cooking” it.

After multiple tests with the live virus, results revealed:
99.8% of the aerosolized SARS-CoV-2 was caught and killed by a single pass through the novel Ni foam-based
filter when heated up to 200° C, and
¨ 99.9% of Bacillus anthracis, an airborne spore, was caught and killed by the same filter.
¨

For full study details, see research.ivpair.com, IVP Scientific Brief pdf, Materials Today Physics.

partnering toward prevention
IVP’s technology represents collaboration among the largest COVID-19-related public/private research project in Texas,
with leading scientists, virologists, physicists and researchers whose results are endorsed by Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT) and Argonne National Lab.3 With its enhanced measures to protect indoor air, IVP also is the only
FDA-approved unit for sale that underwent such rigorous development and testing by expert industry partners, including
the following.
¨ University of Houston/Texas Center for Superconductivity
¨ Argonne National Laboratory
¨ MIT
¨ Texas A&M/Engineering Experiment Station
¨ University of Texas Medical Branch
¨ UTMB Health/Galveston National Laboratory
¨ National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases
¨ MEDISTAR (Medical Real Estate Development)

Additionally, IVP is helping making public, interactive life normal again thanks to positive results from key test sites.
¨ Texas and Florida schools
¨ Post-acute medical facilities (rehab, specialty, and COVID-19 hospitals and outpatient centers)
¨ Large businesses (aviation engineering company, etc.)
¨ Public entities like Departments of Public Safety and Divisions of Emergency Management
¨ Convention centers and hotels

Only IVP utilizes a novel Biodefense Indoor Air Protection System™ with a
corrosive-resistant, heated filter to collect and kill viruses…all in one pass.

